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Simple . . . Really It Is! 
 

Big Picture it’s very simple . . . 
 
   1. Learn to do it yourself. 
   2. Learn to do it with technology. 
   3. Learn to get others to do it. 

 
 
Learning to do it yourself, has      
both parts which are easy and      
hard. Asking someone their    
biggest challenge is SOOOO    
very easy to do, right? Well . . .         

in a way it’s easy and another way it’s hard. It’s easy to do mechanically, but                
hard for most people to go up to a stranger and ask them. 
 
3 seconds of courage will     
help you with that. :-)     
JUST DO IT!  :-) 
 
Dimension #2, doing it with technology is a lot easier if you’ve done it yourself               
personally and once you learn to do dimension #1 and 2, then getting others is a                
lot easier to do it as well. The faster you’ve done it yourself, overcome your fears                
and gotten it into a reflex to JUST DO IT, just ask everyone their biggest               
challenge, the faster and easier it will be for you to embrace technology to help               
you and that will then help you to get others to do the same. 
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Very Important To Remember 
 

NEVER make things more complex than they need to be . . . AND . . . never                  
make them more simple then required to achieve the goal. Often people make             
the following model far more complex where it is simple and then do not realize               
the decades of time invested to create the complexity required to achieve what             
we desire.  “Trust The Integrity Of The System.” ~ Tom Kunz 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We take the “sand” the     

challenges the problems   

in people lives and turn     

that into their dream    

sand castle.  
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The NEXT Dimension 
 

OK . . . so you’re starting to get it down where you see how by asking others for                   
their biggest challenges, that opens the door for helping a lot of other people do               
the same thing. To do that we need to LEVERAGE social media, email             
marketing and any other way we can to discover their biggest challenges and             
provide a solution to the masses.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Most business owners feel like they own a job         

rather than owning a company. When you become        

a Legacy Partners we have built the model to         

help you clone your success and create       

passive income.  
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Dimensional Understanding 
 

This is NOT multi-level marketing, it is learning to         
LEVERAGE our time and gifts to bring value to others.          
When we bring value, especially to business owners and         
leaders, we help them earn money and as they earn more           
money, we do as well. We create WIN WIN WIN, situations           
for everyone. 
 
This is NOT a get rich quick process. It takes discipline, a            
learning, and a great deal of hard work . . . just like any real               
business. What you are doing which will make it far easier           
is the ability to LEVERAGE others who have invested         
millions and decades of work to help make this possible for           
you and those around you.  
 

Talk to your ARRT Mentor about the following to assist you in setting Goals and 
the Actions required to achieve those goals and Review GAR every week with 
your ARRT Mentor and 2 ARRT Buddies. 
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The NEXT Dimension 
 

OK . . . so you’re starting to gain momentum through LEVERAGING technology,             
now what? The NEXT Dimension is start getting others to do the same thing that               
you are doing through the ARRT Tree & ARRT RIPPLE. If your ARRT Mentor              
has not started you on your own ARRT RIPPLE by helping you get 2 ARRT               
Buddies to help mentor them as you have been mentored . . . then . . . let’s get                   
started right now.  :-)  
 

 
 

Now we have a LEVERAGE machine as we’re        

helping others do what we have learned to do         

which creates massive success for everyone.  
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Goal 
Assist individuals to learn the power of asking        
everyone they know what their biggest      
challenge is AND then learn what to do with that          

information to bring a WIN WIN WIN for        

everyone.    
 

The VALUE 
This brings so many values to everyone       
involved -- we won’t list them all. We hope         
you’ll get the idea. 

● Show people we care. 
● Show people we are interested in them. 
● Learn something about people that others often don’t know. 
● Give individuals the opportunity to talk and share about         

themselves at whatever level they desire. 
● Quickly learn area of pain in someone’s life. 
● Quickly bring individual to being open minded about being helped. 
● Very fast and easy to learn and DO! 
● Can be FUN for everyone. 
● WIN WIN! 

 
You’ll probably find, like most people do, that you’ll be surprised how open             
and honest people are and how much it moves them in a way that is most                
surprising . . . IF . . . you ask people the question. 
 

Learn & Earn As A Group 
www.MyCoffeeConnection.org 
www.TheActionCard.org 
 
“Think Differently” Video - www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/thinking-differently 
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EXAMPLE . . . Here is the link for the free / gift 30 minute Strategy Session for any of your                     
business clients.    > http://dnaforsuccess.com/examination/30min-strategy/ 
 

If you make an introduction to us, you are free to sit in on the 30 minute Strategy Session if you                     
would like. If you're having a hard time getting in the door and/or making progress with                
someone this can be very powerful way to open doors.  
 

It's also helpful with current clients in bringing something of added value.   :-) 
 

Emily, it might be good to follow up next week with Chris next week to see if he has any                    
questions. Chris, Emily could do the 30 minute Strategy Session on behalf of Legacy Partners               
or if you wanted me to do it, I could as well.  
 

Elise, if all goes according to plan :-), Chris will be starting ActionVision ideally November 6th so                 
he'll have everything in place for hitting it hard, to get to his $500,000 wow income goal January                  
1st.  :-)  
 

Often the best approach . . .  
"So . . . I was just curious . . . with all that you've got going, what would you say                     
your biggest challenge might be?" 
  . . . listen . . . and then say . . .  
"Hmmm . . . interesting . . . tell me more."  
  . . . listen . . . and then say . . .  
"Thanks for sharing. I'll give that some thought and if I came up with              
any ideas which may help and connect with you."   

 
  . . . wait a few days and then . . .  

"Hey ___________, I've been thinking about your biggest challenge         
of ___________________ for the last couple of days and I though of            
a couple ideas."   

 
  . . . It could be anyone of the follow . . .   (add one or more of the following to the above) 

● "There is a non profit organization, Legacy Partners which does this really cool 30 minute gift                
strategy session. There is no charge for this and it looks at one's personality in the most                 
interesting way. I'll get you over a link to complete. It only takes 3 minutes to complete and just                   
say you were referred by me."    http://dnaforsuccess.com/examination/30min-strategy/ 

● "There is a non profit organization, Legacy Partners which has an amazing white paper library of                
over 60 white papers. I think there are a couple of white papers which would help you with your                   
biggest challenge of ______________________________."    
http://dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/ 

● "I've gotten to know one of the founders for Mastermind Seminars, worldwide events. He is an                
international speaker and author of 16 books and I think he probably would have some input into                 
your biggest challenge of __________________________. I'll email an introduction to you and            
include your biggest challenge. 

 
Remember . . . when we bring value to others . . . they will be more likely to do business with us, do more                         
business with us, refer us to others who could do business with us. It makes great sense to ask people                    
their biggest challenge and then give them something of added value and with the help of Life Masteries                  
Institute and Legacy Partners.  
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What Are Others Experiencing? 
 
“FUN, simple and easy. Took me 25 minutes to learn and in my first              
month I connected with 106 NEW business owners!” 
Robin Benjaman ~ My very own Cast Study ~ 5 BC’s A Day!  

www.dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/bc-income 
 

“Asking this simple question has changed the way I do business.” 
Steve Casey 
 

“I’m asking now even in chamber / city events and it’s opening up whole              
new discussions and creating business opportunities.”  ~ Mark Schreiber 
 

“It’s so FUN and EASY to do. I am now doing it both in personal and                
professional situations!” ~ Dawn Herbik 
 

“It’s opening business doors, helping people to see how much I care and             
building trust with people so quickly! It’s changed my life and the way I do               
business!  I wish this had been introduced to me years ago.” ~ Noel Turner 
 

“It costs nothing, takes zero training to do and connects with people in the              
most amazing way. Anyone who doesn’t do this with everyone they meet            
is missing out on so many opportunities, it’s crazy!” ~ Ed Noel 
 

Step 1: Ask Biggest Challenge 
 

Step 2: Small Talk 
 

Step 3: www.TheActionCard.org 
 

Step 4: What is the best short and        
long term solution? 
 

Step 5: Implementation 
 

Case Studies 
 

“Success Through Systems” Video - 
www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/success-through-systems 
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Step 1: Ask Biggest Challenge 
 

Have you ever attended a     
networking event, a chamber,    
association, or even a social     
event and didn’t know how to      
turn that time into money? 
 
We’ve all been there. Asking people their BC,        
their Biggest Challenge, is one of the best        
strategies for turning any networking event into       
an event which will earn us money. 
 

Why? There is actually a very deep       
psychology to this, believe it or not. When we ask this BC question, we are               
showing people that we’re interested in them and not selling them           
something.  We’re just interested in them as a person.  
 

It also reveals something much deeper. The person can say anything they            
want and you’ll get all types of responses. The common surface response            
is, “I don’t have enough time.” Others will be far more open and honest with               
you and say, “My dad just died a week ago.” Yes, you’ll be shocked by               
how open people are.  It’s very cool! 

Step 2: Small Talk 
Do we have challenges with small talk       
to get the conversation started?  
Check out this book ==============> 
 
Great ice-breaking comments and questions for total       
strangers. 
Debra Fine's book "The Fine Art of Small Talk" argues that           
others are waiting for us to speak first. Not talking to           
strangers is selfish..... 
Emily Nelson 
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Then What . . .  
The next natural question is “Then what”? What do I say when they give us               
a response, their biggest challenge?” Because our formal education never          
really taught us to think much, we will share our thoughts. Don’t limit             
yourselves to just what we’re thinking.  Come up with your own response.  

 
Often the best response is . . .  
 

“Hmmm, that’s interesting.” Or maybe, “Hmmm,      
that’s interesting; tell me more?”   
You can even add . . . “You know I did what's called an               
Action Card. It's like 7 questions or something.        
Go to www.theactioncard.org -- fill it out and        
someone will call you. They do a ton of work          
with personalities and such and it’s really       
interesting what they can help you find out!” 
 
See . . . this really isn’t brain surgery or rocket science. We’re just              
interested in people. Those who tend to have the hardest time with this are              
often individuals who are the most selfish or always have an ulterior motive             
themselves in talking with people. If you’re that type of person, don’t            
worry-- everyone’s not   like you.  
 
Another great response is . . .  
 

“Hmmm, that’s interesting. If I come up with any         
ideas I’ll get back to you. What would be the          
best phone number and email for me to share         
something if I come up with anything?”  
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Step 3: www.TheActionCard.org 
 
Once someone  
gives us their   
biggest challenge  
they are curious as    
“It’s not normal for    
people to ask this    
most interesting  
question.” To  
create even more   
curious we could say . . . 
 

“Hmmm, that’s interesting. I ran across a most        
interesting simple website the other day      
www.TheActionCard.org and I entered my biggest      
challenge in there along with some fun questions        
about my personality type and it was amazing on         
what I discovered. You might give that a try and          
see if it works for you as well as it did for me.”  
 
Life Masteries Institute (LMI) & Legacy Partners (LP) host and support the            
site. If you refer someone to the site and they list you as the person who                
referred them, then LMI will connect with you to determine how LMI can             
best help that person AND help you at the same time. 
 
Over time, LMI will apply triangulation selling to sell you. When we have             
others selling us and especially a non profit organization who is helping that             
person succeed selling us, it only makes sense that not only will the person              
who filled out www.TheActionCard.org will be helped but the person who           
referred them to the site will also benefit, creating a WIN WIN situation for              
all involved.  
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Yes . . . believe it or not we can ask total            
strangers this question. Think about it . . .         

what do we have to lose?     
 
See case studies at the end of this document         
and you’ll see how easy it is to ask even total           
strangers this amazing question which     
connects us to people in the most amazing        
way AND open doors of opportunity that we        
never even know were available. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is potentially the greatest gift we could give someone? Hmmmm,           
what about help them Discovering their Life Vision, the reason they were            
put on this planet? When someone discovers their Life Vision they are far             
more likely to SEE how they can fix their biggest challenge / problem at the               
core level rather than on the surface! 
 
 
 
 
 
“Discover My Life Vision” Video - 
www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/discover-my-life-vision 
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Are we looking to make a lot more money a          
lot faster? Do we know a lot of people? Do          
we have a large network of people but don’t         
know how to turn those connections into       
money for them or us? To do this we need          
to have a lot more “Trust in the integrity of          
the system! Try it out on a few people first if           
we must and then try it out on a whole          

database.      
 
The power of the biggest challenge question       
is that it works on anyone, at any age, in any           
situation and can work with entire databases. 
 
The more we “Trust the integrity of the        
system” the more success we’ll see . . .         
because . . . we’re seeking to help others! 
 
Can be used with groups of people! 
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We’re not just limited to helping people       
one on one or even those we know but         
we can help every leader of any group,        
anywhere in the world. 
  
Now remember, the leader will probably      
have some of the same fears you had        
when you first started so don’t expect       
more from them than you did yourself. 
 
 
These don’t even have to be leaders       
we know but could be leaders of any        
group within our community or really      
anywhere in the world.  
 
It could be something like a Chamber of        
Commerce, it could be a Rotary      
chapter, a church, a VFW, an association or really any group that we could              
find in any community. Be creative and look throughout the community to            
any group any leader and give it a try. 
 
Remember the leader is already overwhelmed so you’ll want to ask them            
their biggest challenge and then do a 30 minute Strategy Session with            
them and then introduce the solution to their problem in asking this same             
question for everyone they lead. They will be somewhat fearful of this as             
they are overwhelmed now and can’t keep up with all the challenges /             
problems they are facing now so they will they this will make their life worse               
not better. Helping them learn dimensional thinking and The NEXT          
Dimension Principle will help them to be more open. Have them try it out              
with a few of the people they serve.  
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Step 4: What is the best short and long term solution? 
 
We often need to sell people what  they want, in order to get into a position to 
sell them what they need.  It’s kind of crazy but you know people . . . we’re kind 
of crazy.  We often won’t ask the question because we’re afraid of what people 
say and we don’t know how we’ll respond to what they respond so we never 
even ask the question in the first place.  
 
First off . . . “Let’s get something straight.”  We don’t have to give them a solution 
to the biggest challenge / problem.  We don’t have to know anything about their 
biggest challenge.  
 
Actually, even if we do know something about their biggest challenge / problem 
we probably shouldn’t give them a solution right then and there.  If we wait a day 
or two to share our thoughts about a possible solution, they will actually take it far 
more serious than being a “know it all” and responding right way.  
 

That’s way, it’s often best to say . . . “Hmmm, that’s            
interesting.” Or maybe, “Hmmm, that’s     
interesting, if I come up with any thoughts I’ll         
connect with you. What is the best phone and/or         
email to reach out to you if I come up with           
anything?”   
 
Often the short term solution will fix the symptom and give the person some type               
of relief. To fix things to a point where someone can move to The NEXT               
Dimension, things need to be fixed at a core level.  
 
FREE White Paper Library - www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff 
FREE Video Library - www.TheVisionProject.net/CareerSuccess.htm 
Deep Solution Fixing Library - www.DNAforSuccess.com/Solutions 
Core Solution - www.DNAforSuccess.com/Implementation/one-on-one 
Get Others To Do Work - www.DNAforSuccess.com/Implementation/e-vas 
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Step 5: Implementation 
 
The 3 Steps To Anything principle states that if we follow the following three              
steps we can solve any challenge / problem.  
     Step 1: Examination 
     Step 2: Solutions 
     Step 3: Implementation  
 
If we want to produce good results, “Keep It Simple.” If we want to achieve               
GREAT results then we need to work a lot smarter which is . . .  
 
“Having simplicity this side    
of complexity, is worth    
nothing, but simplicity the    
other side of complexity is     
worth everything!”   
 
Most people today do not think      
very much and/or they think about      
things which will not bring value or       
benefit to them. “Yes” asking the      
biggest challenge is so easy to do       
and you don’t have to worry about       
it! On the other hand there is an        
entire science behind this which     
you will grow to value as you       
progress with your one on one      
ActionVision coaching.  
 
On the next page you’ll discover      
how the seven steps connect back      
into the three steps. 
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Implementation/one-on-one 
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Do people really want to fix their challenges /         
problems? One would think so . . . but it’s weird           
as it seems like most people do not.  
 
What do we do with people who say they have a challenge /             
problem but don’t really want to fix it, but are delusional in            
thinking they do?  Great question! 
 
Don’t waste your time on them as you’ll spend far too much time and money and                
if you do make a sale, you’ll still lose money.  Tough . . . but true. 
 
Does this mean I have to abandon them? Do I give up on them? “No!” There is                 
a far better solution for both you and them. Introduce them to Life Masteries              
Institute and www.TheActionCard.org and Life Masteries Institute (LMI) will take          
over and do the heavy lifting. Because LMI is a non profit organization they have               
the resources, tools, systems, volunteers and individuals specially trained to help           
people, over time, realize that they will NEVER EVER EVER EVER realize their             
full potential UNTIL they learn to THINK DIFFERENTLY, build and implement           
SUCCESS THROUGH SYSTEMS, and DISCOVER THEIR LIFE VISION.  
 
The following video can kind of be like a shock to people to get them to wake up,                  
for them to get their heart back beating and realize they have amazing             
capabilities / potential but they MUST MAKE THAT CHOICE . . . and if they don’t                
they are choosing to be STUPID. Sounds harsh but it’s actually what is required              
often to help people to “Get It.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“TRUTH” Video - www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/truth 
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Of the three steps, Step 1: Examination, Step 2: Solutions and Step 3:             
Implementation, Step 3 seems to be the hardest for people. Taking consistent            
action tends to be very hard for people.  
 
We as human beings tend to desire quick fixes, things that feel good, look good,               
taste good in the moment. Yep . . . the result of the mindset that we “Must live in                   
the moment.” We “fix” things or really just “drug” things emotionally to deal with              
the pain of the surface and don’t ever get to the core.  
 
We as people attend events, workshops, seminars, read books, play in social            
media, hang around others people who think like we think and jump from one              
quick fix to another quick fix and we wonder why we, ten, twenty or even thirty                
years later have the same challenges / problems we’ve always had. We never             
fix things at the core.  
 
To fix things at a core level we need a deep understanding of many natural laws                
within the DNA for LIFE. If we drill down into the 7 Steps To Success and will                 
understand at a far deeper level how to help people fix things at a core level. 
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/7-Steps-To-Success 

 
As we gain more one on one ActionVision coaching we understand at a far              
deeper level the phscology on how people SEE - THINK and DO. This assists us               
in learning to design, build and implement our own unique BOS - Business             
Operating System.  
 
Ask your ActionVsion executive coaching about the deep science between Step           
4 and Step 5 and why it is so challenge for people to fix their biggest challenges /                  
problems at the core level rather than just as the surface.  
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https://solutions.dnaforsuccess.com/7-steps 
 

 
 
Steps 1 to 4 seem to be pretty clear but once we hit Step 5, we realize the 7                   
steps are actually very different than anything we’ve ever seen. Take a look at              
Steps 5, 6 and 7. What do you see? People like to SEE - THINK and DO or                  
THINK, SEE and DO.  People do not like to DO before thinking and seeing. 
 
Albert Einstein said “You can never solve a problem on the level            
on which it was created.” What does that mean? It means that our             
Biggest Challenge, our biggest problem cannot be solved, at the core level,            
based on how we currently think, in the current dimension upon which we think.  
 
What this means is that we need to TRUST someone else’s advice, which won’t              
make any sense, we’ll “KNOW” that what they are saying won’t work . . . but will                 
need to learn to trust them, ourselves a higher being or something.  
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This is a very hard truth for people to understand and follow. TRUST others,              
TRUST myself, TRUST a higher being. It’s interesting where, even with pastors /             
religious leaders, who preach from the pulpit every Sunday morning to trust God,             
but often pastors have the hardest time trusting people, trusting themselves,           
trusting God.  

 
To “Commit” to something that we don’t understand,        
don’t see, haven’t experienced and doesn’t make sense        
to our way of thinking is very very very difficult. Normally           
the only one’s who will do this is        
very young children, people in life      
risking situations (first   
responders, military), desperate   
people or people who are very      
confident in themselves or a     
higher being and/or their Life     
Vision and that Life Vision is      
“Bigger than death.”  

 
Most people believe that the more we think about         
something, the more data we have, the better decisions we will make. This is, in               
most situations, just simply not true. Think about it . . . “We as human beings                
have never had more data than we do today. Are we making better decisions              
than we’ve made in the past?”   Hmmmm, probably not.  
 
What’s interesting is that when we “DO’, Step 5, when it goes against everything              
we “Know” to be true or “Think” will work, it will often “Work.” What’s interesting               
is that even if it doesn’t “Work” we’ll still SEE new things and THINK in new ways                 
and eventually we’ll solve our biggest challenge / problem.  
 
Another thing that is interesting is that we as human beings also know at a deep                
subconscious level, that once we solve one problem, move to a new dimension,             
we’ll just have a bigger problem . . . so why move at all, just to get bigger                  
problems. The only answer it seems . . . is that we are             
human beings and we are best and really alive when we           
are facing challenges and overcoming those challenges to        
pursue our very best . . . i.e. our Life Vision.  
 

“Discover My Life Vision” Video - 
www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/discover-my-life-vision 
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What’s interesting is that often certain people will resist asking others their            
biggest challenge and/or don’t want to answer it themselves.  Why is this?  
 
It’s actually out of fear and a projection of one’s own heart. We project onto               
others what we have in our own heart. If we think that others seeking to make                
money from this, then in our own hearts, we’re probably all about money. If we               
think people will use this to manipulate people, then that is probably what we do.               
If we think that “Jacking us around” then that is probably what is in our own heart.  
 
What’s interesting is that it seems that often the most “religious / spiritual” people              
are often the one’s who have the above fears.  Interesting isn’t it? 
 
Think about it . . . “What if you were to help            
someone discover their own Life Vision, what       
would that mean to them and their life?”        
Hmmmm, would it change their life forever? Life        
Masteries Institute can do that for everyone in the         
world.  
www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/discover-my-life-vision 
 
Think about it . . . “Could someone read a free white paper and solve their                
biggest challenge?” Check out Life Masteries Institute / Legacy Partners          
free white paper library.  www.DNAforLife-laws.com/Cool-Free-Stuff 
 

Think about it . . . “What if . . . we expected that at any moment, at any                   
time, our lives could be changed forever and we could solve our biggest             
challenge in a moment, in an instant?” Check out Life Masteries Institute /             
Legacy Partners free video library.  www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/Natural-Laws 
 

Think about it . . . “Imagine . . . a website, a network of people who were                  
truly interested in impacting people, with no strings attached to solve their            
biggest challenge. What would that look like? How many people would           
that attract?” www.DNAforLife-laws.com On the left side of the site,          
individuals are encouraged to give financially as they are able to. 
 

With all this being said, we also realize that there is nothing wrong with              
earning money as a result of helping people. Affiliate marketing          
relationships are available www.DNAforSuccess.com Check out the       
following . . .   
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In Closing . . . 
 
We believe that you’ll discover, as so many other people have, when we ask              
people their biggest challenge, it’s almost a magical experience.  
 
As you’ve learned in this white paper, you can ask biggest challenge (BC’s) in              
any situation and there are a number of different types of BC questions we can               
ask. The more of someone’s / a company and/or organization we discover the             
more we are able to help them and those around them. The more we help others                
the more others will help us and we’ll create WIN WIN WIN opportunities for              
everyone we come in contact with. 
 

➢ What’s the biggest challenge your customers are having? 
➢ What’s the biggest challenge your employees are facing?  
➢ What’s the biggest challenge your vendors are facing? 
➢ What’s the biggest challenge your managers are facing? 
➢ What’s the biggest challenge your executive leaders are facing? 
➢ What’s the biggest challenge you are facing? 

  
We’ve discovered that through Life Masteries Institute that we can offer life            
changing solutions that take us almost no time, cost us and those we connect              
with no money and can change people’s lives forever.  
 
We’ve discovered that when we help others that’s good for us. We’ve discovered             
that when we discover individuals biggest challenges that trust is established           
much faster and we are able to offer solutions in a far more effective manner.  
 
When we partner with Life Masteries Institute and Legacy Partners that with            
almost no effort on our part, we are able to help people and through triangulation               
selling those we introduce into the network, Life Masteries Institute and Legacy            
Partner will direct individuals back to us to invest into our products / services              
which bring value to others.  
 
We create WIN WIN WIN opportunities for others and others create WIN WIN 
WIN for us.  www.TheActionCard.org // www.MyCoffeeConnection.org  // 
www.DNAforLIFE-Laws.com // www.DNAforSuccess.com  // 
www.PersonalityMasteries.com // www.Mastermind-Seminars.com  // 
www.DNAforBUSINESS.com // www.DNAforPEOPLE.com   
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Case Studies 
Steve Casey - Real Estate Investment & Real Estate Education 
 

Does this work? 
 

IT DEFINITELY WORKS!!! 
 

Three weeks ago I asked the BC? to a total stranger. Matt completed the online               
Action Card and has completed the 30 minute strategy session. He has an             
appointment to move to level 3 and 4 next week which is exciting because I know                
it is going to help him. 
 
Two days ago Matt texted me that he wanted to get back together with me               
because he had some more questions. We met Monday night but got interrupted             
by another man who engaged himself into our conversation. I did ask him the              
BC? and that will lead to an opportunity to help him. Matt asked if we could meet                 
Wednesday night and we did. Matt said he wants to learn more about what I am                
doing because he wants to move forward on some financial strategies we have             
talked about. 
 
If I would have sat silent in the hot tub at the spa, I would have never met Matt                   
and he would not have learned about Legacy Partners, Sweep Strategies or steps             
to becoming a Passive Real Estate Investor. 
 
Matt is a very educated and sharp man        
but the training he has received didn't       
include what I have to offer. Would it        
have been "Selfish" of me to not open        
the conversation volley by serving the      
BC? into Matt's side of the court? I see         
now that it would. 
 
No matter what your business is, you       
will never know how you can serve       
strangers you meet throughout your day if you don't         
serve the BC? 
 
I challenge you to read through and share this paper,          
The Science of Biggest Challenge. 
 

Learn to serve the BC. 
 

Service...Now it's in your court, 
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Anne (Ghost Writer) working with David who is in her network 
 
David, did you get her biggest problem? If you didn’t you can call her back and start with                  

something Mark suggested to me as an approach to old contacts I hadn’t talked with in ages.                 

It went something like this: “Hi (name), I was thinking about you today. I’ve              

changed the way I do business because I realized I didn’t really know             

enough about you to be sure what I’m offering fits – sort of like a doctor                

prescribing meds without doing an examination first. This is why I’m           

offering a no-cost 30 Min Strategy Session. It’s fun, and when someone did             

one for me I found it helpful.” 
  

Adapt as I know you will for your circumstances with her. 
  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Anne Wayman 

FREE 30 Min Strategy Session - start here and I'll call you in a day or two 

Ghostwriter, Freelance Writer, Writing Coach 

www.WritingWithVision.com 
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Exercises 
 

Exercise #1:  Disciplined To DO IT!  
 

What’s most interesting, in spite of how easy it is to ask someone their biggest               
challenge . . . AND . . . how much it can help others . . . AND . . . how much money we                         
can earn from doing this simple, easy and fast exercise . . . how 97% of those who read                   
this white paper STILL WON’T DO IT. 
 

If we don’t do this exercise . . . we will NEVER get a monthly bill for how much money                    
it’s cost us.  We still lose the money, we just don’t know it.  
 
   > My WOW income is    $_______________ 
 

  > My CURRENT income is -  $_______________ 
 

  > Income GAP  = $_______________  / 12 month = _________/mo 
 
Our WOW income goal is what our subconscious knows we are capable of doing. Our               
current income is . . . well . . . what we are currently earning.  :-) 
Our Income GPA is the bill we never receive for money lost.  
 

If I do not do this exercise faithfully, I acknowledge, that I am willingly giving up                
$__________ every month AND working more hours than I need to AND I have more               
stress in my life than is needed AND my life balance is not what it could be. By not                   
doing this exercise AND other exercises I MAKE A CHOICE to be far less successful               
than I could be.  
\ 

WARNING:  You will not like this exercise and most won’t do it. 
 

1. Hand write 100 times . . . “I will ask everyone I know, meet, connect               
with ‘So, I was just curious, with all the things you’ve got going what is the                
biggest challenge you might be facing in any area of your life, personally or              
professionally.”  

2. Ask People Above Question - One we ask people the question then            
say to them . . . “Hmmmm, that’s interesting, could you share a little more               
about that?” White down what they shared with you immediately after you            
finish talking with them.  

3. Manage Up/Out - Shoot picture of the above, 100 times you hand wrote             
out and email that to others in your Success Circle of 12, mastermind             
groups, coffee connection.  

4. Input Data into a Google Spreadsheet - As your ActionVision          
coach / mentor to help you, help others, which helps everyone. 
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Q&A 
 

Q1: What if I’m still not getting it or it’s not working? 
Answer: Great question. When we read something, we often think “we get it” but we               
really don’t. We get some part of it but don’t get it at a deep level. Surface learning                  
comes from reading, attending a workshop, seminar and even one on one coaching . . .                
while deep learning comes from DOING . . . from TAKING ACTION . . . and it still not                   
working.  
 
One on one coaching seems to be the most effective in being able to fine tune what we                  
are doing until we get it just right. Talk with your ActionVision coach about “Iterations               
To Success” and what you are doing precisely and they can assist you based on your                
personality, on how to tweak what you are doing until you see success. 
 
If you have not read the five white papers and ebook in Phase 1, you’ll want to do that                   
right away. Each of those white papers will help to expand your mind to SEE something                
powerful that you may not be seeing just in reading this white paper.  
   > http://dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/success/system/member/ 
 
Whatever you do . . . DO NOT GIVE UP! Review over “The Extra Mile” principle and                 
the “3 Feet From Gold” principle and then manage up/out to your ActionVision coach,              
your Coffee Connection, your Mastermind Seminar mastermind group and your 12           
Outside The Box Thinkers.  
   > http://dnaforlife-laws.com/career-success/#et_pb_accordion_item_105 
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Getting individuals biggest challenges is the first step . . . what to do with that challenge                 
is another whole topic, conversation and study. Once you have a biggest challenge / a               
problem along with answers to other questions . . . you have LEVERAGE to assist bring                
massive value to that individual / group of individuals.  
 
We often do not know how to use LEVERAGE properly so it often comes across as us                 
seeking to sell someone something and gain an advantage over someone rather than             
knowing how to create a mutually WIN WIN WIN for everyone involved. LEVERAGE,             
The Course helps us to learn how to LEVERAGE information in the most effective way               
for everyone’s mutual benefit.  
 

~ leverage.DNAforSuccess.com ~  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
So Easy . . . “Ask A Question . . . Listen . . . Present A Solution.”  
 
Well . . . it’s a bit more complex than that. We need to learn to Ask The Right                   
QUESTIONS, in the right way, to the right people in the right order. We then need to                 
LISTEN in a way to filter out our own prejudices, based on our own personality /                
frequency which then will help us to SEE & THINK in ways very few people on the                 
planet know how to think. This empowers us to then which help us to then               
communicate in a way that connects very deeply with those we are working with in               
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order to present the perfect solution to create a mutually beneficial solution for             
everyone.  
 
Q2: I’ve heard amazing stories of success about Robin         
Benjaman.  What are her secrets? 
 

Answer: The stories are all true. She is a pretty amazing women. So much so that                
there is an entire white paper which documents how she’s doing what she is doing. It’s                
a short read and packed full of so many great things.  
 
Read it and share it with others you know. When everyone in your network learns how                
to do what Robin is doing, you will all see far greater success.  
 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZiBEOGBuaCO0WErn4b-QJ-pBbPxISDJiJcsB5mDAKWk/edit 
 
 
Q3: What’s a 360 BC “Biggest Challenge?” 
 

Answer: A 360 degree BC is when we ask a number of            
biggest challenges one right after another. This can be         
used with anyone but often is used with those in          
leadership roles. Good to start out with a “distant” BC          
then then work closer to the center / the individual you           
are talking with. 
 

● What might be some of the biggest challenges        
of your clients / those you serve? 

○ “Hmmm . . . tell me more.” is always         
appropriate for any of the BC’s. 

● What would be some of the challenges your        
employees are facing? 

● And the challenges your leadership team might be facing? 
● And what challenges might your investors / board / executive team be facing? 

○ “Hmmm . . . tell me more.” is always appropriate for any of the BC’s. 
● Interesting . . . and what might be some of your biggest challenges.  

 
See . . . the mistake that most sales people make is that they go for the close far too                    
quickly, maybe after asking one BC or one question. The worst sales people in the               
world won’t even ask questions they just leap right into their sales pitch.  
 
“Yes” . . . you can ask 360 for any most any type of question. Getting enough data /                   
information to where you can LEVERAGE the data for mutual benefit with the person,              
company, organization being the one, you give the most consideration to.  
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Remember, it’s very important not to just be asking questions to ask questions. This is               
counterproductive. You should ask enough questions, to gather enough information to           
help the individual take the next step, or two or three steps. Every question should be                
asked with intention and precision. Questions are powerful but should never be used             
“just to gather information” for information sake. Having multiple challenge / pain -             
problem points and deeply know “tell me more” will increase the pain / make the               
individual more aware of the pain. It also        
creates a greater awareness of the need       
for a solution. Having at least three pain        
openings so if the first one doesn’t work,        
then you aren’t left empty.  
 
Once you move from Box 4: Ask Key        
Questions in The 5/30 Grid to Box 8:        
Present Solutions it can be hard to go        
back to asking questions again. Not      
impossible but hard.  

Once we have the information we need       
to put us into a position to present a         
solution or ask “trial closing” questions      
we then need to build a conceptual       
bridge between either taking the next      
step or closing the individual on the sale.  
 
Building a conceptual bridge between     
their pain / challenges and the solutions       
you have is as much as an art as it is a            
science.  
 
After we learn to ask BC’s effectively the next step is to then learn how to do what is                   
called a Legacy Partner 30 minute Strategy Session or 30 MSS. There are 14 minutes               
of the most effective questions on the planet and then 16 minutes to present a solution                
or to move them to the next steps in the process.  
 
Every question in the 30 MSS is crafted to learn the most about the person you are                 
talking with, in the least time. When you master the 30 MSS, you will have people                
sharing with you every week . . . “Wow, you know me better than my mom knows me.”                  
or “I’ve never met anyone who knows me so well so fast.  Wow!”  
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Step 1:  Magical Question ~ Ask people 
their Biggest Challenge (BC)  
 
Step 2: Partner with someone who is        
certified in the Legacy Partner 30 minute       
Strategy Session (30 MSS) for them to do        
a 30 MSS on those you have asked the         
BC of. 
 
Step 3: Build A Conceptual Bridge      
between the information gathered in the      
30 MSS and whatever solution will create       
a WIN WIN WIN for everyone involved. 
 
 
Learning to build a conceptual bridge is       
not an easy thing to do . . . so don’t give            
up. Every time you build a conceptual       
bridge between someone’s BC / 30 MSS       
and whatever solution you believe will be       
bring them benefit / create a WIN WIN        
WIN for everyone involved, you will get       
better at doing this. 
 
There are many online courses through      
Legacy Partners which would bring you      
benefit in learning how to do this.  
 

www.dnaforsuccess.com/solutions 
 
Talk to your the individual who completed       
your 30 MSS for their recommendation      
and/or your ARRT Mentor. ARRT ~ Atomic Ripple Reaction Principle If you do not              
have an ARRT Mentor please connect with the individual who referred this white paper              
to you or please call 630.393.9909 or 888.230.2300 for additional information.  
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